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Elsevier Sponsored Article $500-5,000 99 participating journals as of 
7/31/2015
Oxford Open £1,000-2,500 Some journals; lower price if author 
is from a developing country




$750-4,000 Price dependent on type of license, 
embargo period, personal 
membership, and institutional 
subscription; extra fee for CC 
license
Plant Physiology $750-2000 Automatic OA after 12 months; can 
pay for immediate OA; fee for CC-
BY license
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OA requests by document 
type











































Beware of unauthorized 
sharing
v.















Locating open access 
resources













































































Creating open access 
workflows
What are the benefits of 

















The key is to be strategic.





















Choose search techniques 
and strategies
ILLiad Addons
Choose search techniques 
and strategies
WorldCat Knowledgebase
Choose search techniques 
and strategies
WorldShare ILL
Choose search techniques 
and strategies
Pre-Set	Browser	Tabs







































You may find opportunities to 




















• Open access logo is licensed under CC0 1.0
• “Which Way” by oatsy40 is licensed under CC BY 2.0
• “3/366: "There are years that ask questions and years that answer." ~ Zora Neale 
Hurston” by theunquietlibrarian is licensed under CC BY-NC 2.0
• “arrow” by alan berning is licensed under CC BY-NC-SA 2.0
• “Goed Zoekveld” by Bart van de Biezen is licensed under
• CC BY-NC-SA 2.0
• “He reads neither books nor newspapers, which he sees as charged with inexactitudes.” 
by Ronnie Pitman is licensed under CC BY-NC 2.0
• “Speed” by Gabriel is licensed under CC BY 2.0
• “Money” by 401(K) 2012 is licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0
• “Creative Commons” by Kristina Alexanderson is licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0
• “social media” by Sean MacEntee is licensed under CC BY 2.0
• No title (typewriter) by Nico Paix is licensed under CC BY 2.0
• “Foreign Sounds” (French page) by Marta Favro is licensed under CC BY-NC-SA 2.0
• “2011-07-04_1309790790” (German page) by cassiopeiathestrange is licensed under 
CC BY-NC 2.0
• “Education” by GotCredit is licensed under CC BY 2.0
• “Communication” by elycefeliz is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 2.0
• “Stick figure self portrait” by marco is licensed under CC BY-NC-SA 2.0
